Worried about Work
Employment support during COVID-19
August 2021

About this resource
This guide has been developed to help employment consultants provide information and advice to
the people they support in response to the global COVID-19 pandemic.
Everyone is working in a constantly changing environment, so the information in this guide may be
subject to changes. Where possible, Work Counts will update the guide.
If you would like to see additional information provided in this resource, please contact Work Counts
at info@workcounts.co.nz and this will be considered for the next version of the resource.
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1. Taking care of our mental health and wellbeing
The following information is aimed at helping you offer mental health and well-being guidance to
the people you support.
It is important to remind people that it is quite normal at this time to feel more stressed, anxious or
depressed. These are extraordinary times. At the same time, let people know there are things they
can do to look after themselves and their whānau both physically and emotionally.
The people you support experience mental health or addiction challenges, so a good starting point is
to ask people what coping mechanisms they have used before that they’ve found helpful and
encourage them to draw on these. Then explore ideas about what else they would find helpful now.

Taking care of your mental health
•

If the person you are supporting feels overwhelmed and their mental health and addiction
needs are worsening, it is important to encourage them to talk to a mental health worker,
social worker, similar professional, or another trusted person in their community. Where
someone is under the care of specialist mental health or addiction team, encourage them to
make contact with their clinician or support them to make the contact. If you feel someone is
a risk to themselves or others, it is crucial that you let them know you are concerned about
them, and that you will be contacting a health worker on their behalf or the police if there is
an imminent risk.

•

Remind people to draw on skills that they have used in the past during difficult times to
manage emotions.

•

Try to keep to a routine. People will be at home more than usual. It can be helpful to set an
alarm to get up at the same time each day, have a shower, put on some favourite clothes,
and try to maintain a routine. It will feel different than your normal, but this can often help.

•

Be creative. If you have good ideas for keeping your mind busy and healthy, share them with
others. Try something new. Look on YouTube for creative ideas of new things to try.

•

Anxiety is normal, talk about it. Lots of people feel the same way. Listen to your mind and
body, anxiety is a feeling like any other. Don’t try to push it away, acknowledge that it is
anxiety.

•

Acknowledge your sense of achievement when you have tried something new or feel good
about something.

Taking care of your physical health
If the person you are supporting has a cold or flu symptoms they should stay home and get advice
on getting tested. If someone you are supporting contracts COVID-19 or is feeling unwell it’s critical
that they stay home and recover. If waiting for a COVID-19 test result people need to self-isolate as a
precaution.
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Symptoms of COVID-19 are similar to many other illnesses. If the person you are supporting has any
of the following symptoms, they should call Healthline for free on 0800 358 5453 or their doctor
immediately:
•

sneezing and runny nose

•

new or worsening cough

•

sore throat

•

fever (at least 38˚C)

•

shortness of breath

•

temporary loss of smell

•

altered sense of taste.

For more information on support for COVID-19 refer to the Government’s Unite against Covid-19
website. Additional info on the Delta variant can be found on the Ministry of Health website.
Please remind the people you support that general practices are open at this time for all non-urgent
physical and mental health issues and are providing consultations face to face, on the phone or
online.
The Equally Well backbone support team at Te Pou have also put together some helpful information
to support someone’s physical health at this time.

COVID-19 vaccination
Many people you support are eligible for a vaccination within Priority Group’s 2 and 3, which means
they should have received notification from their GP or the national COVID-19 advice line to come
for a vaccination earlier than the general population roll-out. Take the time to ask the people you
support whether they have been vaccinated. If they haven’t had at least their first vaccination, then
talk to them about where they can be vaccinated. The Ministry of Health have put together
information on vaccination at COVID-19 vaccines | Ministry of Health NZ.
In addition, Te Pou and Changing Minds through Whāriki have put together this very helpful FAQs
with information for people with mental health and addiction issues: Resources - Whāriki (wharikiao.nz). You will need to set up an account with this network for mental health and addictions
professionals to share knowledge.

Other health tips
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•

Maintain a healthy lifestyle (including a proper diet, sleep, exercise and social contact with
loved ones).

•

Stay active – go for a walk each day, try to see the sky and breathe fresh air every day. Pay
attention to your surroundings. Notice the colours and sounds around you. Just remember
spatial distancing rules - keep a safe distance from other people.
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•

If you are missing the gym or want to try to up your exercise level, use a YouTube video or an
online coach to motivate you.

Staying connected
•

It is normal to feel sad, distressed, worried, confused, scared or angry during the COVID-19
outbreak. Talk to people you trust. Contact your friends and family.

•

Try to stay connected to friends and family members as much as you can through email,
phone and social media. Physical isolation is difficult but stay connected and make the effort
to contact friends.

•

Ask your friends how they are keeping busy and active, they may have some really good
ideas.

•

Start a Netflix group, watch the same series as friends and chat online about it.

•

Have a virtual music party or share a playlist. Enjoy your favourite music.

•

Read a book, participate in an online book club.

Taking care of others
•

If children in your life have concerns, addressing these together may ease their anxiety.
Children will observe adults’ behaviours and emotions for cues on how to manage their own
emotions during difficult times.

•

If you know of vulnerable people in your community, ask them if they need any shopping or
leave them a note to say hi and you hope they are okay.

Seeking COVID-19 news or information
•

Get the facts about your risk and how to take precautions. Use only credible sources to get
information, such as the Unite against COVID-19, Ministry of Health and World Health
Organization websites.

•

Minimise watching, reading or listening to news about COVID-19 that causes you to feel
anxious or distressed.

•

The near-constant stream of news reports about COVID-19 can cause anyone to feel worried.
Seek out facts, not rumours and misinformation. Facts can help to minimise fears.

Useful links for more ideas
The Ministry of Health is providing an overview of supports for your own and others’ mental
wellbeing and where to get help if you need it.
The Wise Group entities provide various resources to cope with your mental health during these
stressful times, like Just a Thought and Aunty Dee. Te Pou is providing a COVID-19 portal with
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information about alcohol use, trauma informed approach, sensory modulation, working from home
and a practical guidance for NGO support workers around supporting people by phone or video.
Also check the Mental Health Foundation campaign Getting through together.
“Face Covid” is a 5 minute white board video you can watch and the accompanying fact sheet
developed by Dr Russ Harris using the principles of Acceptance Commitment Therapy.
Another useful resource is Orygen’s fact sheet: Taking care of yourself in a time of COVID-19
targeting young people.
Depression.org from the Health Promotion Agency provides specific information on wellbeing for
Māori and Pasifika.

Free support for frontline health workers
HealthCare NZ are delivering free psychological support for all healthcare workers. All NGO and
community support staff are eligible. Call 0800 820 080 or email hcnz.wellbeing@healthcarenz.co.nz.
For your own wellbeing you might want to also use some of the Apps and e-learnings mentioned
above. The Mentemia App has a short article on coping strategies for frontline workers.

Supporting employers’ mental health and wellbeing
Many people will be feeling worried or concerned at this time, and the economic impacts of
responding to the pandemic, are having differential effects on businesses across Aotearoa NZ. As an
employment consultant you are a really valuable resource to employers on where to find advice and
guidance about looking after mental health and well-being.
Do pass on information, including from this resource, to the employers you work with. This could
include the wellbeing resources as well as the health and safety at work and employment law advice
and guidance. A lot of employers do not necessarily have easily access to information, especially if
they are under considerable stress around keeping their business going at the moment.
The Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment has developed guidance for businesses and
overview of financial supports. The Ministry of Health is providing guidance if their business has
been visited by someone with COVID-19. Worksafe have now a new programme called Mentally
Healthy Work. Blueprint for Learning provides trainings for managers how to manage and lead
wellbeing at work.
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2. Receiving a benefit from Work and Income
Making a new claim
If the person you’re supporting needs to apply for a benefit, they will need to fill in the online
application. The process starts with setting up a MyMSD account with their email address and phone
number to be able to apply. If they don’t have yet a client number, the website will take them
through the process to receive one. Afterwards a case manager will contact the person to process
their application.
If the person you’re supporting wants help with completing the form, you can use Microsoft Teams
or Zoom to ‘share my screen’ to help talk them through the form. You can also offer to be on the call
with the Work and Income case manager, should the person like some support, in the same way as
you would have offered to visit the Work and Income offices with them. They can request a
conference call for their phone appointment with Work and Income. They also use MS Teams.
During Level 4 all offices will be closed. Existing and new appointments will be done over the phone.
After the lockdown, it will be possible again to request face-to-face appointments. A security staff
member might check their name to confirm an appointment has been made. People can take
whānau, children, or a support person. If the person you are supporting starts to feel unwell, they
must stay home.
If someone is not sure what benefits they may be able to claim, use this link and support the person
to answer a set of questions to see what they may be entitled to. An overview of all benefits and
other payments can be found here.
A person may be eligible for other supplements on top of the base rate including accommodation
supplement, temporary additional support, family tax credits and disability allowance depending on
your circumstances.
If the person’s application is accepted, their benefit will normally be backdated to the day they
started their online application. If the person is using a cell phone or digital device, they don’t have
to pay for data to use Work and Income’s websites.

COVID-19 Wage Subsidy
The Government has announced that a wage subsidy will be available to businesses impacted by
New Zealand moving to COVID-19 Alert Level 4 on 17 August 2021. It is a payment for employers to
keep paying staff and protect jobs. Last year the Government committed to the Wage Subsidy being
available when there is a regional or national move to Alert Levels 3 or 4 for a week or more.
Applications will be open from 9am on Friday 20 August 2021 for two weeks.

COVID-19 Short-Term Absence Payment
This is for businesses, including self-employed people, to help pay their workers who cannot work
from home while they wait for a COVID-19 test result (in line with public health guidance). It is a
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one-off payment of $350 for each worker in any 30-day period (unless a health official or doctor tells
the worker to get another test). Click here for more information.

COVID-19 Leave Support Scheme
This scheme is available for employers, including self-employed people, to help pay their employees
who need to self-isolate because they are in one of the affected groups and have been told to selfisolate and can't work from home:
•

are sick with COVID-19 and must self-isolate until a doctor tells them they can leave isolation

•

are identified as someone who has been in close contact with someone who has COVID-19
and have been told to self-isolate for a period by a health official through the National
Contact Tracing process

•

are the parent or caregiver of a dependant who has been told to self-isolate for a period by a
doctor or health official and the dependant needs support to do so safely

•

have been directed to self-isolate, or are the parent or caregiver of a dependant who has
been directed to self-isolate, by a Medical Officer of Health in accordance with the Health Act
1956

•

are considered 'higher risk' if they contract COVID-19 and a doctor has told them to selfisolate while there's active community transmission, or

•

have household members who are considered 'higher risk' if they contract COVID-19 and a
medical practitioner has told them to self-isolate, to reduce the risk of transmitting the virus
to vulnerable household members.

Help with other costs
Work and Income may be able to help even if people are working with urgent or unexpected costs
like food, accommodation, power, gas, heating or water bills as well as medical and dental costs. It is
worth contacting Work and Income as they may be able to provide a one-off payment also for other
items or services. They may be able to get a Special Needs Grant or an Advance Payment of Benefit
(if on a benefit) or a Recoverable Assistance Payment (if not on a benefit). Each payment covers lots
of different costs.
Housing-related costs can cover rent, mortgage, issues paying rent, repairs and maintenance,
keeping warm, urgent or unexpected costs and accommodation supplements, and assistance
available for people not receiving a benefit such as rent arrears, help with urgent or unexpected
costs (all relating to someone’s ability to pay the rent/mortgage). There is also a Winter Energy
Payment available from 1 May to 1 October 2021.
If a person is not sure what they may be able to get, call 0800 559 009 and talk through the person’s
situation.
Also check if they are eligible for Working for Families payments through IRD. The hours test for the
In-work Tax Credit have been removed in 2020.
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Medical reviews
Medical reviews were put on hold due to COVID-19 in 2020. For people on the Supported Living
Payment, medical reviews were just reinstated from 1 August 2021. Work and Income will write to
their clients when they need to provide new information. Make sure that tāngata whai mahi check
MyMSD and their emails for any letters. People on the Jobseeker Support with deferred work
obligations due to a health condition, injury or disability will need to inform Work and Income only
when they are well enough to work. Work and Income is making some changes to the medical
certificate process, and payments will continue in the meantime.

Other changes
Last year some other reviews and reapplication were put on hold. Keep up to date in regard to any
changes here.
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3. Employment rights during Covid-19
If tāngata whai mahi are worried about their job, the first and best advice is to talk to their employer
themselves. As an employment consultant you can offer to do this with them (conference call via a
mobile phone, MS Teams or Zoom) or on behalf of the person. In that case ask your person to let
their employer know that this is happening, so that they have consent to talk to you.
In the preparation of that conversation, you as EC should have an overview of the possible
outcomes. Regular employment law still applies to all employment relationships – regardless of the
circumstances that people find themselves in. This includes anything that has been agreed to in an
employment agreement. The following sections provide an overview of employment rights during
COVID-19.

Essential business and working from home
If an essential business only requires a skeleton staff team, they still have to pay the staff they sent
home. As long as the employer is taking the steps they should to prevent any risk to the employee or
the people in their bubble, then employees are obliged to go to work or work from home.
See the chapter above for MSD Wage Subsidy, the Short-Term Absence Payment and the Leave
Support Scheme.
Here you can find out if a particular business is receiving the subsidy.

COVID-19 and the workplace
Good information can be found on the website of Employment New Zealand from the Ministry of
Business, Innovation and Employment. Further information and answers to frequently asked
questions can also be found on the Community Law website. They have also put together this very
useful visual:
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Source: Community Law, 2020
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Keep New Zealand Working
For people actively searching for work, Work and Income have created an online recruitment tool
that connects job seekers directly to the employer making it quicker and easier for people to find
work. This tool also provides online training.
Also check Connected, an all-of-government service led by the Ministry of Social Development. It
includes a website, phoneline and face-to-face service to help people access support including
businesses, people looking for help to find a job or who are worried about keeping the one they
have, and those looking for education and training advice and opportunities.
Individualised employment support is very important during this time to ensure that people keep
momentum with their employment journey. IPS Grow is providing a list of ideas and resources how
to apply the IPS principles during challenging times.

Reduction of work hours
It is important to remember that an employer cannot change hours, pay, or conditions of work
without the employees’ agreement, unless they undertake a restructure. Where an employer
undertakes a restructure (this can involve changes to hours, duties or disestablishing a position) an
employer must follow a fair and reasonable process which will involve consultation with the affected
employee.
It is recommended to acquire legal advice through Community Law or Citizen Advice Bureau to make
sure our people don’t agree to something that might be to their disadvantage. Even if you are on
reduced hours, the employer can apply for the wage subsidy (see above).

Annual leave
If your employer is considering having you take annual leave during the lockdown, they will need to
consult with you about when you were planning on taking annual leave and try to come to an
agreement with you as to when you take that leave. If you are not able to come to an agreement,
your employer may give you 14 days’ notice of the need to take your annual leave entitlement. It is
important to note that your employer can only do so where you have worked for your employer for
a year or more. If you have worked less than a year you will only have accrued annual leave and will
not have become entitled to take your annual leave yet. This will always be paid as in 100% of the
wage. Employees are entitled to take their planned leave. In cases where the employee has already
applied for leave and wishes to withdraw it, they will need the employer to agree. If the employer
will decrease pay and hours in the future, annual leave will be reduced accordingly, so taking it now
will mean more days and more pay.

Redundancy
“Redundancy” is when the employer tells their staff they can no longer employ them, and they are
ending the employment agreement.
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Before making staff redundant, employers should be trying to get the subsidy. Employers are not
allowed to require staff to choose between taking a period of leave and redundancy.
An employer can say that they are no longer able to employ people (also after the 12-week period of
receiving the wage subsidy) and they are going to make them redundant because of COVID-19, but
there has to be a fair process for doing this:
They need to give a valid reason and the employee need to be given a reasonable chance to
respond. They have to show “good faith” in the process – that is be open and honest about what
they are doing and listen to what employees have to say. Employers must consider any reasonable
opportunities for redeployment within the company.
The employer has to pay what they are owing – pay, annual leave, notice period, redundancy pay –
according to the employment agreement and can also include counselling, career and financial
advice, and retraining. If the employer does not meet the standards, employees are able to raise a
personal grievance for unjustified dismissal. The Employment Relations Authority will ultimately
decide whether the employer’s decision was one that a fair and reasonable.
Employers can’t use a force majeure (an act of god clause) not to pay staff. There are, however,
agreements which contain suspensions-without-pay clauses for exceptional circumstances. One of
those is usually a pandemic. It's currently untested law as to whether a suspension without pay now
would be legal when challenged. It is something some employers are turning to. The key is to consult
prior to using it and to act in good faith.
Our role in this case is crucial. Stay in contact with your tāngata whai mahi, encourage them to stick
to a routine and to reach out to whānau and supports. Try to steer the support towards hope for the
future. Remind them that the crisis is temporary, many businesses will re-employ staff after the lockdown and new opportunities will arise. Support them to update their CVs, practise interview skills
(via MS Teams), draft good STAR examples, search for relevant qualifications and study they can
complete in the meanwhile and search for jobs online, via recruitment agencies and through their
own networks.

Employment law still valid
•

The minimum wage increased on 1 April 2021 from $18.90 to $20.00 per hour

•

You have the right to be paid your notice period as per employment agreement

•

You will continue to accrue your entitlements as laid out in the Holidays Act

•

If you (normally) work on Stats days (public holidays) you should be paid 1.5 times your
normal wage and a day in lieu

Complaints
You can support tāngata whai mahi to make a complaint by contacting Employment NZ on 0800 20
90 20 or by email at info@employment.govt.nz. If the response of the employer is not
communicated, wait for the first payslip to see if a complaint might be needed.
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4. Returning to work at Alert Levels 2 & 3
Health and safety advice for workers
All businesses returning to work at Levels 2 & 3 must have a COVID-19 safety plan, which must be
shared with everyone in the workplace. If the person you support has not seen this plan, they can
ask to have a copy of the plan. The plan will cover things like:
•

what happens in the workplace if someone is exposed to COVID-19

•

how the worksite is being thoroughly cleaned

•

the control measures in place to minimize the risk of spreading COVID-19

•

processes for employees to report issues

•

the arrangements for contact tracing.

Now is an especially good time for the people you support to find out, if they do not already, who
the health and safety representative is in their workplace, assuming there is one.
If the person you support has any concerns about their health and safety at work, or feels they are
being unreasonably compelled to return to work, encourage them to speak to their employer or
Union. They may value you being involved or supporting them to prepare for that conversation. It
may also be helpful for you to involve the person’s health key worker or other health professional,
should you both feel this would be valuable.

Physical distancing
Even when returning to the workplace, the physical distancing rules apply. With 2 metres considered
the safest, minimum, distance. If a business cannot manage that, it can be 1 metre with effective
control measures.
There is also a requirement on employers to provide staff with the ability to maintain good hygiene
at work, including adequate facilities and equipment as well as training. Wherever possible, an
employee should be working from home during Levels 2 & 3.

Personal protective equipment
During Level 1, 2 and 3 masks need to be worn in public transport and in planes and by taxi drivers.
At Level 4 they also need to be worn at bus stops and train stations, in healthcare facilities and in
essential business still open like supermarkets and pharmacies. There are exemptions and it is
important to go through this with your tāngata whai mahi and help them to source them.
Government guidance has been provided on personal protective equipment (PPE) in health care
settings. If the person you support is concerned about returning to work without safety equipment,
you can support them to talk to their employer, Health and Safety representative or Union. Te Pou
have also developed information on using PPE for non-government organisations.
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Contact tracing
Make sure you help your people to download the NZ COVID Tracer App and encourage them to turn
on the Bluetooth tracing. You can also print them a booklet from this website if they don’t have a
mobile phone. If they forget to scan, they can add locations manually via favourites or typing the
information into their diary under My data.

5. Returning to work at Alert Level 1
At alert level 1, everyone can return without restrictions to work, school, sports and domestic travel.
Controls at the borders remain for those entering New Zealand, including health screening and
testing for all arrivals, and mandatory 14-day managed quarantine or isolation.
As New Zealand unite to recover from the effects of COVID-19, it’s still important to remind people
to follow basic hygiene measures, including washing of hands and coughing or sneezing into elbows.
Workplaces need to display the Ministry of Health QR code for contact tracing. Everyone needs to
keep track of where they’ve been and who they’ve seen to help contact tracing if needed.
People will have had different experiences over the next couple of months. Whatever you’re feeling
it’s okay. Be kind to others. Be kind to yourself.
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